



Chapter Four:  4.1  WORK – Energy       Work 4.1 Pg 181#4-7 , Pg 183#5-8

  First we need to talk about a concept called WORK (not used much, but you need to know it as background for other stuff).  When you use a force to move an object this is called work. When a force F, moves an object over a distance d, work is done on the object. 
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	Units: Joules (J). 1 J = 1 N* 1 m         unit analysis it’s important

F and d must be parallel. If they are not parallel the formula becomes W = Fdcosq
This corresponds to the projection of F onto the direction of d. (or we are using Fx = Fcosq)     verify!!
The object must move (i.e. Dd ¹ 0). A force can be exerted on an object with no change in the world around us. e.g. pushing on a wall is not work, neither is holding up a 100 lb weight (work is done lifting it, but once it is up, you may as well hook it on something to keep it up).
Work either changes the velocity of an object (i.e. accelerates it; since F=ma) or moves something in opposition to another force (??) - e.g. a car moving at a constant speed. (The engine does work on the car to counteract the work that friction is doing in the opposite direction. Hmm… I guess that the total work done on the car is still zero since the two forces must cancel for the car to go at a constant speed.)
If F and d are perpendicular, no work is done (cosq=0).  e.g. carrying something is not work (the force is upwards, but displacement is horizontal). If, however, you change the speed of something while you are carrying it, you are doing work. You have used some horizontal force to accelerate it horizontally.

Work is a scalar.   What other equation did we have with force and distance?

Torque is a vector quantity, and F and d are perpendicular to each other. If they are not, then the formula is t = Fdsinq      not sure if we will get to it  but want to so that you do not get to university and say Mr. Eagan never taught us this

	Work is not an isolated quantity, but always acts on an object. Work can be thought of as the transfer of energy from one object to another.

	Positive work done on an object increases its energy.
Negative work done on an object decreases its energy.






Example pg 181#5       ,  pg 183#5














Review of Energy:  4.2    4.2 Pg 186#2,4,7,9* (unit), 10    ,   Pg 188#3,5,8 
Kinetic Energy (KE) is the energy that an object has because it is in motion.
The amount of energy depends on the mass and speed of the object. The formula for kinetic energy is Ek = ½ mv2 		W = DEk = Ek2 – Ek1  	= DKE    -	Does this formula make sense?

Ex  pg 186#6

Ex pg 188#7






4.3    GPE= PE   Pg 191#2,3,5,7*(units)  ,     Pg 194#2-5
Gravitational Potential Energy (GPE) is the energy something has because of its position in a gravitational field. GPE is invariably measured relative to a zero level. It is too hard to relate it to the centre of the earth (making that the true zero GPE) as g changes as you go through the earth. On Earth we normally set the zero point to be ground level.
Reference Position = ____________  ?

The formula for GPE is Eg = mgDh, where Dh is the change in height.   W = DEg = mgDh = PE
This formula works as long as g is constant.
If you lift up a rock you are doing work on it. Then when you let it go, the gravitational energy that it has will do work on the clam shell that you are trying to smash.  

Note: since the formulas are not ratios, and have a number of different quantities, all of the units must be in the MKS (or SI) system.

In terms of Kinetic Energy, positive work will speed it up and vice versa.
In terms of Gravitational Potential Energy, positive work will increase the GPE by raising the object.

Ex.    pg 191#4      
Ex.    pg 194#4
  

Future:
4.2/4.3 KE/PE  add Work Energy Theorem = ________________________
4.2 Pg 186#2,4-6,7-10     Pg 188#3,5,7,8 
4.3 Pg 190 Reference Position = ____________   Pg 191#2-5,7   Pg 194#2-5

